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Abstract— Coordinated multi-point (CoMP) transmission has
been widely recognized as a spectrally efficient technique in
future cellular systems. To exploit the abundant spatial resources
provided by the cooperating base stations, however, considerable
training overhead is required to acquire the channel information.
To avoid the extra overhead outweighing the cooperative gain,
we propose a method that allows each user to select transmission
mode between coherent CoMP and Non-CoMP. We first analyze
the average throughput of each user under CoMP and Non-
CoMP transmission after taking into account the downlink
training overhead. A closed-form mode selection rule is then
developed, which depends on the user location and system
settings, i.e, the number of cooperating base stations and transmit
antennas, training overhead and cell-edge signal to noise ratio.
Simulation results show that the proposed downlink transmission
mode selection method achieves higher throughput than CoMP
for cell-center users and than Non-CoMP for cell-edge users after
accounting for the overhead. As a by-product, the backhaul load
is also reduced significantly.
Index Terms— Coordinated multi-point transmission, trans-
mission mode selection, training overhead
I. INTRODUCTION
Recently, base station (BS) cooperative transmission, known
as coordinated multi-point (CoMP) in 3GPP long-term evolu-
tion (LTE)-advanced, has been widely recognized as a promis-
ing technique to enhance throughput by avoiding inter-cell
interference (ICI) especially for cell-edge users [1]–[3].
The BS cooperative strategies can be roughly divided into
CoMP joint processing (CoMP-JP) and coordinated beam-
forming (CoMP-CB), depending on the information exchanged
among the BSs. CoMP-JP can exploit the abundant spatial
resources provided by the cooperating BSs with joint multi-
user multi-input-multi-output (MU-MIMO) precoding, where
both data and channel state information (CSI) need to be
shared [1]. By contrast, CoMP-CB avoids ICI by using in-
dividual precoding at each BS, where only CSI is shared [4].
Since sharing CSI requires much lower capacity than sharing
data [4], CoMP-CB needs much lower backhaul capacity than
CoMP-JP. In [5]–[7], the performance of CoMP-JP, CoMP-
CB and Non-CoMP systems was compared. The results show
that when the cell-edge signal to noise ratio (SNR) is high,
CoMP-CB is superior to Non-CoMP [5], and even outperforms
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CoMP-JP if the backhaul capacity is low [6]. When the number
of cooperative BSs or the number of antennas at each BS
is large, CoMP-JP has no throughput gain over Non-CoMP
after accounting for the training overhead to assist channel
estimation [7].
A key factor differentiating the two categories of CoMP is
the backhaul. If the backhaul has infinite-capacity and zero
latency, CoMP-JP is more spectrally efficient than CoMP-CB.
This is true even when the training overhead is taken into
account, because the two CoMP strategies need comparable
overhead. Note that although the backhaul links in existing
cellular systems have much lower capacity than CoMP-JP
requires [4], there are no technical challenges to upgrade
the backhaul with high speed optical fiber. When the back-
haul links are perfect, however, CoMP-JP may not always
be superior to Non-CoMP as expected [7]. This is because
the performance of CoMP transmission largely depends on
the users’ location, i.e., cell-edge users will benefit more
from cooperative transmission than cell-center users, and the
throughput gain for the cell-center users may be counteracted
by the extra training overhead in practice.
In this paper, we strive to mitigate the adverse effect of
training overhead on the downlink throughput of CoMP system
by switching between CoMP-JP and Non-CoMP transmission
modes. Transmission mode selection has been extensively
studied in single cell MIMO systems, e.g., [8], [9]. By
switching the mode based on channel conditions between
transmitting single and multiple data streams [8] or between
applying statistical beamforming and spatial multiplexing [9],
either spectral efficiency can be increased or transmission
reliability can be improved. Yet there are few works in the
literature addressing the transmission mode selection in multi-
cell systems. In [5], the authors suggested to switch the
transmission strategy between CoMP-CB and Non-CoMP at
the BSs side to maximize the sum rate, depending on whether
the user is noise- or interference-limited.
In contrast to the transmission mode selection in single
cell systems that primarily depends on the channel condi-
tions, mode selection in CoMP depends on the backhaul and
overhead as well. In this paper, we consider the backhaul
with unlimited-capacity. To achieve a trade-off between the
cooperative gain and the training overhead, we develop a
method for each user to select either CoMP-JP or Non-CoMP
transmission mode. To avoid introducing additional control
overhead, we select transmission mode based on the statistical
channel information at the user side.
2II. SYSTEM MODEL
Consider a cooperative cluster consisting of B BSs each
equipped with Nt antennas. K users each with single antenna
are located in each cell, and each user treats the closest BS
as its local BS. The assumption of single antenna users is
for simplicity and does not preclude applying the proposed
method to multiple antenna users. Denote giu ∈ CNt×1
as the small-scale fading channel vector between BS i and
user u, each entry of which is complex Gaussian random
variable with unit variance, and all the channel vectors are
assumed as independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.).
hu = [α1ug
H
1u, · · · , αBug
H
Bu]
H ∈ CBNt×1 represents the
global channel vector of user u, where αiu is the large-scale
fading channel gain from BS i to the user, which includes
path loss and shadowing. For simplicity, we refer CoMP-JP
as CoMP in the rest of the paper.
Under CoMP transmission mode, we consider that the B
BSs are connected with a central unit (CU) via backhaul links
of unlimited capacity and zero latency. After collecting CSI
from each BS, the CU selects multiple users from the user
pool in the B cells and then computes the global precoding
vectors for the co-scheduled users. Then it sends the precoded
data to the B BSs, who jointly transmit to the active users.
Consider that the number of total active users jointly served
by the B BSs is BM , where M ≤ K and M ≤ Nt. BM − 1
partner users are co-scheduled with user u to share the same
time-frequency resource with it.
The received signal of user u under CoMP transmission
mode is given by
yCu = h
H
u vuxu +
BM−1∑
j=1
hHu vqjxqj + zu, (1)
where (·)H is the conjugate transpose of a vector or matrix;
xu, xqj are the data intended to user u and user qj that have
unit average energy, i.e., E{||xu||2} = E{||xqj ||2} = 1; zu
denotes the noise at user u, which is a white Gaussian random
variable with zero mean and variance σ2; vu,vqj ∈ CBNt×1
are the global precoding vectors for user u and user qj ;
IUICqj , h
H
u vqjxqj represents the inter-user interference (IUI)
from user qj to user u, and , means definition.
We consider zero-forcing (ZF) precoder for downlink
MU-MIMO transmission, which is a low-complexity yet
asymptotically optimal precoder [10]. The precoding ma-
trix can be expressed as V = H(HHH)−1P, where
V = [vu,vq1 , . . . ,vqBM−1 ], H = [hu,hq1 , . . . ,hqBM−1 ]
is the channel matrix of the BM active users, and P =
diag{
√
pCu ,
√
pCq1 , . . . ,
√
pCqBM−1} represents the power allo-
cation matrix. Then the received signal to noise plus interfer-
ence ratio (SINR) of user u is
γCu =
pCu
σ2
. (2)
Under Non-CoMP transmission mode, each BS selects
multiple users from the K users located in its serving cell.
Subsequently, each BS serves these active users with ZF
precoding, and each user receives the desired signal from its
local BS suffering ICI from other BSs. In order to serve the
same number of users in the whole cluster as in the CoMP
transmission mode, we consider that each BS serves M active
users in the Non-CoMP transmission mode.
The received signal of user u in cell b under this mode is
given by
yNCu =
B∑
i=1
αiug
H
iuWixi + zu = αbug
H
buwbuxu+
M−1∑
j=1
αbug
H
buwbsjxsj +
B∑
i=1,i6=b
αiug
H
iuWixi + zu, (3)
where xi ∈ CM×1 is the data vector at BS i for its M
active users; Wi = [wiu,wis1 , · · · ,wisM−1 ] ∈ CNt×M is
the precoding matrix at BS i, whose columns represent the
precoding vectors for the M active users; gbu is the channel
vector of user u in cell b, IUINCbsj , αbug
H
buwbsjxsj represents
the IUI from user sj to user u, and ICIiu , αiugHiuWixi,
i 6= b, represents the ICI from BS i to user u.
The ZF precoding matrix at BS b is Wb =
Gb(G
H
b Gb)
−1Pb, where Gb = [gbu,gbs1 , . . . ,gbsM−1 ] is the
channel matrix of the M active users in cell b, and Pb =
diag{
√
pNCu ,
√
pNCs1 , . . . ,
√
pNCsM−1} is the power allocation
matrix. By assuming that all the ICIs are uncorrelated Gaus-
sian noises, and further considering the average interference
derived in [11], E{|ICIiu|2} = Pα2iu, the received SINR of
user u under Non-CoMP transmission mode is obtained as
γNCu =
α2bup
NC
u∑B
i6=b E|ICIiu|
2 + σ2
=
α2bup
NC
u
P
∑B
i6=b α
2
iu + σ
2
, (4)
which can serve as a lower bound of the SINR.
III. TRANSMISSION MODE SELECTION CONSIDERING
TRAINING OVERHEAD
In this section, we design a method for downlink transmis-
sion mode selection accounting for the impact of downlink
training overhead. By choosing a transmission mode between
CoMP and Non-CoMP, each user can achieve its maximal net
throughput. As a result, the system can attain a higher overall
throughput.
A. Net User Throughput Considering Training Overhead
To facilitate downlink MU-MIMO precoding, the CSI of
scheduled users should be available at the CU. In frequency
division duplexing (FDD) systems, the CSI is first estimated at
the user side via downlink training then is obtained via uplink
feedback with various techniques such as limited feedback.
In time division duplexing (TDD) systems, the CSI is esti-
mated via uplink training by exploiting channel reciprocity,
or obtained with limited feedback when the reciprocity does
not hold due to antenna calibration errors [12]. Since it is not
proper to simply count the uplink overhead into the downlink
throughput [12], we only consider downlink training overhead
as in [7]. Although channel estimation errors or quantization
errors have large impact on the throughput of MU-MIMO,
the impacts on CoMP and Non-CoMP are similar. Limited
feedback strategies for CoMP is an ongoing research topic
[13], which will not be explored here. To highlight the impact
of the overhead, we suppose that perfect CSI can be obtained,
and leave the imperfect CSI issues for future work.
3Except for the downlink training for CSI feedback (i.e., the
common pilots in the context of LTE-Advanced), dedicated
pilots are also required during downlink transmission to assist
each user to estimate an equivalent channel after precoding
for data detection. The overhead of the common pilots and
that of the dedicated pilots are respectively in proportion to
the number of BS antennas and that of data streams, and both
occupy downlink time or frequency resources.
Specifically, consider a block fading channel with C =
TcWc channel uses in a coherence block, where Tc and
Wc are respectively the channel coherence time and coher-
ence bandwidth [12]. In Non-CoMP systems, suppose that
Cc channel uses are employed for common pilots of each
antenna and Cd channel uses are employed for dedicated pilots
of each data stream. Then the downlink training overhead
is vNC = NtCc+NrCd
C
, where Nr is the number of data
streams and is equal to one in this paper since we assume
single antenna users. In CoMP systems, the overhead can be
expressed as vC = βBNtCc+ǫNrCd
C
, where β ≤ 1 indicates
that CoMP systems should use sparser common pilots1 than
Non-CoMP systems otherwise the overhead will be too large,
and ǫ ≥ 1 indicates that more dedicated pilots are required to
enhance the orthogonality among different users, as suggested
in [14] and the references therein. The scaling factor of B in
vC is because the inter-cell common pilots are orthogonal, as
suggested in [15].2
After taking into account the downlink training overhead,
the net downlink throughputs of user u under CoMP and Non-
CoMP transmission can be respectively expressed as [7]
RCu = (1− v
C) log2
(
1 + γCu
)
, (5)
RNCu = (1− v
NC) log2
(
1 + γNCu
)
. (6)
It shows that the net throughputs decrease with the overhead
linearly but increase with SINR in log scale. Therefore the
throughput gain of CoMP may be counteracted by its training
overhead, although γCu > γNCu . This motivates the transmis-
sion mode selection from the view of each user.
B. Transmission Mode Selection
To maximize the overall net throughput of the system, we
should allow each user, say user u, to select CoMP transmis-
sion when RCu > RNCu but Non-CoMP when RCu < RNCu .
However, such a transmission mode selection is dynamic
because RCu and RNCu depend on small-scale fading channels,
which can achieve better performance but will induce large
signalling overhead and high protocol complexity. In practice,
semi-dynamic mode selection based on average channel gains
is more preferable. Therefore, we consider a rule for selecting
CoMP transmission mode as follows,
E{RCu} > E{R
NC
u }, (7)
where E{·} is the expectation over small-scale fading chan-
nels.
From (5) and (6), we obtain upper bounds of E{RCu } and
E{RNCu } by using Jensen’s inequality,
1Sparser pilots will lead to less accurate channel estimation, which is not
modeled here.
2An example of the structure of inter-cell common pilots can be found in
a 3GPP proposal [16], which is mentioned in [15].
E{RCu } ≤ (1− v
C) log2
(
1 +E{γCu }
)
, E{RCu}
ub, (8)
E{RNCu } ≤ (1− v
NC) log2
(
1 +E{γNCu }
)
, E{RNCu }
ub.
(9)
In later simulations, we will show that the mode selection
using these two upper bounds instead of the true values of
the average throughput has negligible impact on the system
performance.
The expressions of the upper bounds can also be written in
the following forms
E{RCu }
ub = log2(1 + η
CE{γCu }), (10)
E{RNCu }
ub = log2(1 + η
NCE{γNCu }), (11)
where
ηC ,
(
E{γCu }+ 1
)1−vC
− 1
E{γCu }
and
ηNC ,
(
E{γNCu }+ 1
)1−vNC
− 1
E{γNCu }
(12)
respectively reflect the impact of the overhead on the SINR
under CoMP and Non-CoMP transmission mode, and 0 <
ηC < ηNC < 1. Then the decision rule in (7) can be derived
as
ηC ·E{γCu } > η
NC ·E{γNCu }. (13)
To obtain a closed-form decision rule for selecting trans-
mission mode, we will derive the expressions of E{γCu } and
E{γNCu } in the following.
1) Average SINR under CoMP transmission: Denote the
transmit power at each BS as P . For analytical tractability, we
assume that under CoMP transmission mode the sum power
of all BSs, i.e., BP , is equally allocated to the BM active
users. This corresponds to per-user power constraint (PUPC)
as in [3], whose performance approaches that of per-BS power
constraint (PBPC) when each cell has a large number of users
[17]. Then we have
pCu =
BP
BM [(HHH)−1]1,1
=
P
M [(HHH)−1]1,1
, (14)
where [·]k,k denotes the element on the kth row and kth
column of a matrix.
Define θCu , ∠(hu,H) as the angle between the channel of
user u and a subspace spanned by the channels of its BM −1
co-scheduled users under CoMP transmission, where H =
[hq1 , . . . ,hqBM−1 ]. Then we can derive that
1
[(HHH)−1]1,1
=
∣∣∣hHu
(
I−H(H
H
H)−1H
H
)∣∣∣2 = |hu|2 sin2(θCu ).
(15)
Substituting (14) and (15) into (2), the received SINR of
user u can be obtained as
γCu =
P
Mσ2[(HHH)−1]1,1
=
P |hu|
2δBM−1
Mσ2
, (16)
where δBM−1 , sin2(θCu ), whose value is between 0 and 1, a
larger value of it indicates a better orthogonality between user
u and its co-scheduled users, which leads to a larger value of
γCu .
From (16), the average SINR of user u is E{γCu } =
P
Mσ2
E{|hu|
2δBM−1}. The random variables |hu|2 and
δBM−1 are in general mutually dependent. Nonetheless, if
all co-scheduled users have equal large-scale channel gains
4from all the B BSs3, their global channels become hj =
α[gH1j , · · · ,g
H
Bj]
H , j = 1, · · · , BM and are i.i.d., because
gij was assumed i.i.d.. This corresponds to the worst case
in CoMP systems, since each “cell-edge user” always prefers
to be co-scheduled with cell-center users to achieve higher
average SINR [11]. Further consider that hu and hj are
Gaussian random vectors. In this special case, due to the in-
dependence between the norm and the direction of a Gaussian
vector with i.i.d. entries, |hu|2 is independent from δBM−1
because δBM−1 only depends on the global channel direction
vectors of the co-scheduled users. In general case where the
users are not the “cell-edge users”, the average SINR can be
approximated as
E{γCu } ≈
PE{|hu|
2}E{δBM−1}
Mσ2
=
PNt(
∑B
i=1 α
2
iu)E{δBM−1}
Mσ2
, (17)
which can serve as a lower bound of the average SINR
under CoMP transmission. The second equality in (17) comes
from the fact that E{|hu|2} =
∑B
i=1 α
2
iuE{|giu|
2} =
Nt
∑B
i=1 α
2
iu.
2) Average SINR Under Non-CoMP Transmission: For a
fair comparison with CoMP transmission, we consider that
each BS equally allocates its transmit power to its M active
users, i.e.,
pNCu =
P
M
[
(GHb Gb)
−1
]
1,1
. (18)
Define θNCu , ∠(gbu,Gb) as the angle between the channel
of user u and a subspace spanned by the channels of its M −
1 co-scheduled users under Non-CoMP transmission, where
Gb = [gbs1 , . . . ,gbsM−1 ]. Then the received SINR of user u
can be obtained from (4) and (18) as
γNCu =
Pα2bu
M
[
(GHb Gb)
−1
]
1,1
(P
∑B
i6=b α
2
iu + σ
2)
=
Pα2bu|gbu|
2λM−1
M(P
∑B
i6=b α
2
iu + σ
2)
, (19)
where λM−1 , sin2(θNCu ). Similar to δBM−1 defined for
CoMP transmission, λM−1 reflects the orthogonality between
user u and its M − 1 co-scheduled users.
Since under Non-CoMP the channel vector of each user
is a Gaussian random vector with i.i.d. entries, |gbu|2 and
λM−1 are mutually independent, i.e., E{|gbu|2λM−1} =
E{|gbu|
2}E{λM−1} = NtE{λM−1}. Then the average SINR
of user u is
E{γNCu } =
PNtα
2
buE{λM−1}
M(P
∑B
i6=b α
2
iu + σ
2)
. (20)
3) Decision Rule of the Transmission Mode Selection:
After substituting E{γCu } and E{γNCu } in (17) and (20), the
rule in (13) to select transmission mode for user u turns into
∑B
i=1 α
2
iu
α2bu
·
P
∑B
i6=b α
2
iu + σ
2
σ2
>
ηNC
ηC
·
E{λM−1}
E{δBM−1}
, (21)
which can be rewritten as in (22).
3Note that the global channels of cell-edge users do not necessarily exhibit
such a statistic. We refer to the users with such kind of channels as “cell-edge
users” because they behave like cell-edge users.
The value of To = E{λM−1}E{δBM−1} in the decision thresh-
old depends on the scheduling method. With random user-
scheduling, it was obtained in [11] that E{λM−1} = Nt−M+1Nt
and E{δBM−1} = BNt−BM+1BNt , then To =
B(Nt−M)+B
B(Nt−M)+1
.
When other scheduling methods such as semi-orthogonal user
scheduling (SUS) [10] is applied and the number of candidate
users is large, both the values of E{λM−1} and E{λM−1}
approach 1, then To ≈ 1. The value of Tη = η
NC
ηC
also relates
to the scheduling. This can be seen from the expressions of ηC
and ηNC in (12) and the expressions of E{γCu } and E{γNCu }
in (17) and (20). When there are large number of candidate
users, the selected users are orthogonal in high probability. In
this case, λM−1 ≈ 1 and δBM−1 ≈ 1, then we have
ηC ≈
(γCu + 1)
1−vC − 1
γCu
and ηNC ≈
(γNCu + 1)
1−vNC − 1
γNCu
,
(23)
where γCu , E{γCu |δBM−1≈1} ≈
PNt(
∑
B
i=1 α
2
iu)
Mσ2
, and γNCu ,
E{γNCu |λM−1≈1} ≈
PNtα
2
bu
M(P
∑
B
i6=b α
2
iu+σ
2)
are respectively ob-
tained from (17) and (20) by setting λM−1 ≈ 1 and δBM−1 ≈
1. This implies that the threshold is approximately independent
from the specific scheduling method when the number of
candidate users is large. Note that the value of Tη also
depends on the number of co-scheduled users. We will show
by numerical results later that the impact of the user number
is minor.
The term (a) in the decision variable is in fact a ratio
of the interference to noise ratio (INR) to SNR (i.e., the
reciprocal of the signal to interference ratio) and the term
(b) is the INR of user u under Non-CoMP mode. Therefore,
the proposed transmission mode selection can divide users
into two groups of CoMP and Non-CoMP users with a pre-
determined decision threshold, and the result depends on the
system configuration and user location. This seems similar
to the distance threshold proposed in [17] and to the soft
handover region (SHO) mentioned in [2]. Nonetheless, we
explicitly reveal the dependence of the threshold on the user
location and the systems parameters. Contrarily, in [17] a
coordinate distance is found via simulation to maximize an
effective sum rate, and in [2] the metric to determine SHO is
essentially the term (a) in (22), which reflects the imbalance
of the average channel gains of user u. As will be shown later,
the term (b) dominates the decision variable. This suggests that
each user can simply employ INR to determine its transmission
mode, especially for high cell-edge SNR where CoMP is more
desirable.
When the proposed decision rule is applied, each user
decides its transmission mode based on its average channel
gains from multiple BSs, and then conveys one bit to indicate
its preferred mode to its serving BS. After collecting the
preference from all users, the CU selects co-scheduled users
separately from the two user groups with a fast scheduler to
achieve high throughput and ensure fairness among the users.
Such a distributed and semi-dynamic mode selection at the
user side has low signalling overhead between the users and
the BSs compared with that at the BS side.
5
1 +
∑B
i6=b α
2
iu
α2bu︸ ︷︷ ︸
(a)



1 +
P
∑B
i6=b α
2
iu
σ2︸ ︷︷ ︸
(b)


︸ ︷︷ ︸
DecisionVariable
>
ηNC
ηC
·
E{λM−1}
E{δBM−1}︸ ︷︷ ︸
DecisionThreshold
, Tη · To (22)
IV. SIMULATION AND NUMERICAL RESULTS
In this section, we verify our analysis and evaluate the
performance of the proposed mode selection scheme by com-
paring with CoMP and Non-CoMP systems from simulation
and numerical results.
A cooperative cluster of 3 hexagonal cells is considered with
a cell radius R = 250 m. The path loss α2iu = α
2
0(R/diu)
τ
,
where α20 is the path loss at the distance R, diu is the distance
between user u and BS i, and τ = 3.76 is the path loss factor.
The cell-edge SNR is defined as the received SNR of the user
located at the distance R from the BS, where the inter-cluster
interference is included and regarded as white noise. Ten users
are randomly placed in each cell. Suppose that a coherence
block contains 500 channel uses (C = 500, e.g., Tc ≈ 1.83 ms
and Wc ≈ 274 kHz, corresponding to a 50 km/h user speed in
an urban macro-cell scenario of 3GPP [18]). Then the optimal
numbers of the channel uses for common and dedicated pilots
can be computed as Cc = 9.69 and Cd = 24.2 respectively
from the results in [12] and [19]. Because there are no
available results for the overhead of CoMP in literature, we
set β = 1 and ǫ = 1, then vNC = 12.59% and vC = 28.09%.
Unless otherwise specified, we employ this overhead in the
sequel, and we consider M = 2, Nt = 4. Figure 1 shows
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by numerical and simulation results, he solid curve without marker is the
simulated decision threshold, where the SUS scheduler [10] is used, K = 10
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the values of the decision variable and the threshold provided
in (22). The border between cell-center and cell-edge region,
where the decision variable equals the decision threshold, is
also marked. We can find that the mode selection results
largely depend on the cell-edge SNR. As the SNR grows,
the CoMP region increases, i.e., CoMP transmission is more
desirable for a system with higher cell-edge SNR. To show
that the threshold is independent from the scheduling methods
even with finite number of candidate users, we also provide
a simulated result where the value of To in the threshold is
obtained by simulation with SUS.
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In Table I, the mode switching distance under 10, 5, 0 dB
cell-edge SNRs are listed, which are computed from (22). We
also list the corresponding term (a) and term (b) in (22). We
can see that term (b), i.e., the INR, dominates the decision
variable, especially for high cell-edge SNR.
Remember that Tη in the threshold depends on the co-
scheduled user number, M , but each user does not know how
many users will be scheduled. In practice, we can roughly
estimate the co-scheduled user number as M ′ = Nt/2 or even
simply as M ′ = 1. In Fig. 2, we present the switching dis-
6TABLE I
DOMINATING FACTORS IN THE DECISION VARIABLE OBTAINED FROM (22)
Cell-edge SNR Switching Distance Percentage of CoMP-users Term (a) Term (b) Decision Variable
10 dB 44 m 71% 0.02 dB 5.53 dB 5.55 dB
5 dB 90 m 63% 0.13 dB 3.31 dB 3.44 dB
0 dB 127 m 54% 0.42 dB 1.69 dB 2.11 dB
tance error caused by the estimated M , which is numerically
obtained from (22). It shows that the error is up to 20 m in
various settings.
To demonstrate the impact of the overhead on the mode
switching, Fig. 3 shows the percentage of CoMP users versus
coherence block size obtained by simulation. A large coher-
ence block size corresponds to lower speed users for a given
channel delay spread, which implies a less training overhead.
The parameter β = 0.75 reflects the fact that the CoMP system
is expected to employ sparser common pilots than Non-CoMP
system. When β = 1, the CoMP system employs common
pilots with the same density as Non-CoMP system, and the
overall downlink overhead is 2.2 times over Non-CoMP, i.e.,
vC/vNC = 2.2. According to the spatial channel model (SCM)
in 3GPP [15], the coherence time Tc ranges from 0.76 ms to
30.5 ms and the coherence bandwidth Wc is from 308 kHz
to 1177 kHz, which corresponds to the coherence block size
ranging from 234 to 35899 channel uses. We can see that the
number of CoMP users decreases sharply with the increase of
the overhead, especially when the cell-edge SNR is high.
Fig. 4. Backhaul load comparison: the legend “CoMP” denotes a system
where all users are served by CoMP; the legend “NC” denotes a system where
all users are served by Non-CoMP, and “MS” denotes the system with the
proposed transmission mode selection.
In addition to mitigating the adverse impact of the overhead,
the mode switching also leads to a backhaul load reduction by
reducing the number of CoMP users. In Fig. 4, we compare the
backhaul loads of three systems, which are the average data
rate from the CU to each BS, where the load for sharing CSI
is ignored [4]. We consider an orthogonal frequency division
multiplexing (OFDM) system with W = 20 MHz bandwidth
that is divided into 1024 subcarriers, and the symbol duration
is 71 us. 16 QAM modulation is employed, thereby the data
rate of each user is Cs = 4 bit/71 us/20 KHz = 2.8 bps/Hz.
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(a) Cell-edge SNR = 5 dB: the legend “MS (Accurate Tη)” denotes mode
selection based on accurate Tη without the approximations in (23), the
legend “MS (Proposed)” is the proposed mode selection method.
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(b) Cell-edge SNR = 0 dB: the legend “MS (Simulated)” denotes mode
selection based on the simulated average throughputs rather than the
throughput upper bounds in (8) and (9).
Fig. 5. Average throughput of users: “CoMP w/o overhead” and “NC w/o
overhead respectively denote the throughputs of the systems where all users
are served by CoMP and by Non-CoMP, and the overhead is not considered.
Under Non-CoMP each BS only needs the data for the M local
users, hence the backhaul load is MCsW bps. Under CoMP
the data for all the BM scheduled users should be available
at each BS, thus the load is BMCsW bps. By selecting
transmission mode between the two modes, the backhaul load
is (pcB+1−pc)MCsW bps, where pc denotes the percentage
of CoMP users. We can see from the simulation results that
the backhaul load after mode selection is about half of that
under CoMP system in 0 dB cell-edge SNR.
7In Fig. 5, we simulate the average throughput of the
proposed mode selection method and compare it with those
of pure CoMP and Non-CoMP transmission. The results are
obtained through 1000 random trials, where in each trial the
throughput of the selected users are averaged over 100 i.i.d.
Rayleigh flat fading channels. SUS algorithm is applied for
scheduling. As expected, CoMP outperforms Non-CoMP when
the overhead is not considered. However, after taking into
account the overhead, only cell-edge users have performance
gain under CoMP transmission while cell-center users suffer
from performance loss compared with Non-CoMP transmis-
sion. The proposed transmission mode selection can adapt
to the user location and cell-edge SNR, thus achieves good
performance for both cell-edge and cell-center users. We can
see from Fig. 5(a) that the approximation on ηNC and ηC in
(23) almost has no impact on the performance. In Fig. 5(b), we
provide the performance of the mode selection schemes under
a different cell-edge SNR when the mode is selected based on
the simulated average throughput and on the throughput upper
bounds in (8) and (9). The results of these two schemes are
overlapped, which indicates that the upper bounds are very
tight. To make the figure more clear, we do not show the
performance for CoMP and Non-CoMP, which is similar to
those in Fig. 5(a).
V. CONCLUSIONS
We proposed a semi-dynamic transmission mode selec-
tion method between CoMP-JP and Non- CoMP, aiming at
maximizing the downlink throughput after accounting for the
training overhead. The decision rule is in closed-form, which
has an explicit relationship with the average channel gains of
each user and various system parameters. Simulation results
showed that each user should employ INR rather than simply
use channel gain imbalance to decide its transmission mode
especially at high cell-edge SNR, where most of the users
moving with moderate speed prefer CoMP transmission.
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